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For our final Sunday in the Book of Jonah, we took a close look at the deep-seated anger within
this very reluctant prophet.

As Pastor Scott explained, being angry or expressing anger isn't necessarily sinful. But the Lord
is careful to warn us in Paul's letter to the Ephesians — which we'll get started on next Sunday
— "be angry and do not sin." And if we're honest with ourselves, many of us will conclude that
our anger often is accompanied by sin! Indeed, sometimes we hurt people around us through
our anger, and that sin must be addressed.

Pastor Scott observed that the Book of Jonah easily could have ended with chapter 3. Jonah
finally did what God commanded him to do (travel to Nineveh and speak the Lord's warning to
the citizens of that city lest they perish), the people repented, and God chose to NOT wreak
destruction upon them.

But then comes chapter 4, which features Jonah getting angry that the Lord spared Nineveh —
so much so that he wanted to die! — followed by God pointing out to Jonah his bad attitude ...
and then the chapter abruptly ends. Indeed, we don't know how Jonah responds to the Lord. But
instead, Pastor Scott pointed out, we get to ask ourselves the very question God asked Jonah
to end the book: "... should not I pity Nineveh, that great city, in which there are more than
120,000 persons who do not know their right hand from their left, and also much cattle?"

It's as if the Lord holds up a mirror to us, Pastor Scott explained. Indeed, there is much we can
learn from doing just that!

The Sunday before last we learned a bit about God's resume or "bio" — specifically that he
provides grace and mercy to us. This Sunday we saw that the Lord also is "slow to anger." It's
not something we're used to hearing, is it? Especially when the common assumptions are that
God in the Old Testament is full of wrath and vengeance — and Jesus in the New Testament is
meek, mild, gentle, and caring. But the truth is that there are many examples in the Old
Testament of God being slow to anger (just as there are examples of Jesus laying down the law
in the New Testament ... disciplining the money changers with a whip, anyone?)

Pastor Scott also created a list of attributes he saw in Jonah based on just a few verses in
chapter 4 — and they're not great ones:
~ Self focused (v. 1)
~ Prone to anger (v. 1)
~ Quick to criticize (v. 2)
~ Believes he's right & often is (v. 2)



~ Believes others don't listen (v. 2)
~ Believes others don't understand (v. 2)
~ Negative (vv. 3,8,9)
~ Prone to self pity, self harm (v. 9)
~ Victim and entitlement mentality (v. 9)
~ Can't see his own problems (v. 11)

The question for us is, "Do I share some of these traits?"

As a way of speaking truth to Jonah, the Lord also gave him an experience: As Jonah watched
to see what God might do to Nineveh, the Lord caused a plant to grow over his head to shield
him from the sun and heat — which made this previously angry guy "exceedingly glad." (Pastor
Scott noted that the word "exceedingly" also was used to describe Jonah at the beginning of the
chapter ... only that it says Jonah was "exceedingly" angry!)

But then the Lord had a worm eat the plant, after which it withered. And then God had a
"scorching" wind rise up — and now Jonah was miserable again and wanted to die. The Lord
then asked Jonah, "'Do you do well to be angry for the plant?' And [Jonah] said, 'Yes, I do well
to be angry, angry enough to die.'"

With that, the Lord tells Jonah: "You pity the plant, for which you did not labor, nor did you make
it grow, which came into being in a night and perished in a night. And should not I pity Nineveh,
that great city, in which there are more than 120,000 persons who do not know their right hand
from their left, and also much cattle?"

In other words, "Don't sweat the small stuff, Jonah — get your priorities straight!" He ought to be
exhibiting compassion and gratitude, not anger. And then the book ends.

So what is God's mirror telling us as it's held up to our faces?

Hopefully it's reminding us that we must make the decisions daily to express gratitude for what
the Lord has given us, express compassion for those who are suffering, and understand that
God's grand plan goes well beyond you and me. In short, we must be determined to THINK
BIGGER. To look far beyond our own lives.

Let us, then, begin to ask the Lord to help us do a better job of controlling our anger, especially
if its expression accompanies sin against others. And as we've learned in previous chapters of
the Book of Jonah, we also must ask God to help us become more compassionate and graceful
toward others, to value correction, and determine to do what we need to do even though we
don't want to.

Certainly there are things in each of our lives that we ought to change — but can we? Will we?
By our own strength, that is impossible — but Scripture also tells us that with the Lord, anything
is possible. On this day, ask God to reveal to you what needs changing in your life.


